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	 Additional technical data have been prepared by UTC to supplem6nt the data
supplied in the SRM Shuttle Booster Final Report, UTC 4205-72-7, 72 liar 15.













The ballistic data of subsection 2.4.1 of the final report utilized SRM
motor efficiencies of 0.960 and 0.947 with nozzle divergence half-angles of
150 and 200 , respect. ►ely. This efficiency factor includes the effects of
frictional flow, heat transfer, nozzle divergence, and two-phase flow; it is
substantiated by static test data from 120-in.-diameter motors. This effi-





The UTC PBAN propellant formulation utilized in the SRM booster study
has the following ballistic characteristics:
Item	 Value
Standard specific impulse, lb-sec/lb	 247
Characteristic velocity, ft/sec	 50170
Effective exhaust specific heat ratio 	 1.18
Burning rate exponent 	 0.25
Temperature coefficient of pressure, %/oF	 0.13






Limited parametric data are supplied in the final SRM shuttle booster
report to extend the baseline designs to varying sizes of SRM's.
Specific data defining SRM case Length and delivered specific impulse are
shown la figures 1 and 2 as functions of motor propellant weight, maximum
expected operating pressure, case diameter, and nozzle expansion ratio.
A limiting case length is reached with a case L/D ratio of 9 to 10
depending upon the attendant thrust or duration level. The effects of increased
internal pressure drop and the restraints of internal Mach number upon cross
sectional loading density tend to reduce the efficiency of the SRM design
beyond this L/D ratio. Definition of a specific limit is dependent upon the
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4.0 SRM MASS PROPERTIES
Complete SRM mass properties data in summary, sequential, and time varying
formats were supplied for each of the baseline boosters of the shuttle booster









SRM exhaust plume profiles are shown in figures 3 through 9 for SRM




Exhaust gas ratio of specific heats	 1.18
Nozzle expansion ratio 	 9.2
Nozzle half-angle, degree	 15
The data are provided for ambient altitudes of sea level, 40,000-, 600000 -0
80,000-, 100,000-, 120,000-, and 136,000-ft altitudes. Plume data required for
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